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 Indicators used in the decision basis for 
the countercyclical capital buffer (CCyB) 

i. Assessment of cyclical vulnerabilities 

The assessment of cyclical vulnerabilities comprises three main 
elements: (a) household and corporate sector vulnerabilities, (b) real 
estate market vulnerabilities and (c) financial market vulnerabilities. To 
assess these three elements, Norges Bank uses various indicators, 
along with model-based and composite indicators. Indicators that will be 
used regularly are described below. 

Household and corporate sector vulnerabilities. The ratio of total 
credit to GDP and its deviation from estimated trends are key indicators 
laid down in the international framework for the CCyB (Charts 1.1 and 
1.2). It is important to look at the supply of credit broken down by 
borrower category, such as different groups of households and firms, 
and by source, such as banks and the bond market (Charts 1.4 and 
1.5). Household saving and net lending can also shed light on the 
sustainability of credit developments (Chart 1.7).  

The European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB) also recommends using 
indicators of external imbalances. Norway has a large current account 
surplus owing to oil and gas exports and the fiscal rule for petroleum 
revenue spending. Other measures of external imbalances may 
therefore be more useful, such as private sector net lending and banks’ 
foreign funding (Chart 1.8). 
 
Debt-servicing capacity can be assessed using both aggregated debt 
servicing costs (Charts 1.9 and 1.10) and measures of debt at risk 
based on studies of data for individual households and firms (see for 
example Solheim and Vatne (2013)). Studies at the household level will 
capture vulnerabilities related to skewed distribution of household debt-
to-income ratios even if debt at the macro level does not appear to be 
particularly high. A number of studies show that debt servicing burdens 
have peaked just before crises, and the associated risks are reflected in 
financial Institutions' losses.1 
  

 

1 See Drehmann, Juselius and Korinek (2017). 
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 Chart 1.1 Credit as a share of GDP  
Mainland Norway. Percent. 1983 Q1 – 2022 Q1 

 
 
Chart 1.2 Decomposed credit gap 
Credit as a share of GDP. Mainland Norway. Gap measured as the deviation 
of the credit-to-GDP ratio from trend.1) Percentage points. 1983 Q1 – 2022 
Q1 

 
 
Chart 1.3 Household credit growth 
Domestic credit (C2). Percentage change in transactions. January 2012 – 
April 2022 
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 Chart 1.4 Corporate credit growth 
Domestic credit (C2). Percentage change in transactions. January 2012 – 
April 2022 

 
 

Chart 1.5 Corporate credit growth by source 
Domestic credit (C2). Twelve-month change in credit holdings. Decomposed 
by credit source. Percent. January 2015 – April 2022 

 
 

Chart 1.6 Household saving and net lending1) 

As a share of disposable income. Percent. Four-quarter moving average. 
1980 Q1 – 2022 Q12) 
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 Chart 1.7 Private sector net lending1) and banks’ net foreign funding 
As a share of GDP. Four-quarter moving average. Percent. 1980 Q1 – 2022 
Q12) 

 
 
Chart 1.8 Household debt service ratio and interest burden 
Percent. 1980 Q1 – 2022 Q1 

 
 

Chart 1.9 Non-financial corporations’ debt-to-income ratio and interest 
burden 
Percent 1980 Q1 – 2022 Q1 
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 Real estate market vulnerabilities. Residential and commercial 
property prices have risen substantially ahead of periods of financial 
instability in Norway (Charts 1.10 and 1.17). Other indicators can also 
be used for assessing cyclical vulnerabilities in the real estate market. 
Data for housing starts and completions and population growth (Chart 
1.16) and housing market activity (Charts 1.13 and 1.14) are useful in 
order to understand house price developments and can provide 
information on house price developments ahead. Similarly, rents and 
yields (Charts 1.18 and 1.19) and transaction volumes in the 
commercial real estate market (Chart 1.20) can be used to assess 
market vulnerabilities.  
 
Chart 1.10 Ratio of house prices to disposable income  
Percent. 1983 Q1 – 2022 Q1 

 
 

 
Chart 1.11 House price inflation 
Percent. January 2010 – May 2022 
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 Chart 1.12 House price inflation in Norwegian cities 
Twelve-month change. Percent. January 2010 – May 2022 

 
 

Chart 1.13 Activity in the housing market for existing homes 
In thousands of existing homes. January 2010 – April 2022 

 
 

Chart 1.14 Activity in the housing market for existing homes 
In thousands of existing homes. Time on the market in number of days. 
January 2010 – May 2022 
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 Chart 1.15 Activity in the housing market for new homes 
Sales. In hundreds of new homes. January 2014 – August 2022 

 

Chart 1.16 Construction and household growth 
Housing starts, completions and annual change in number of households in 
thousands. 1993 – 2021¹⁾ 

 
Chart 1.17 Real commercial property prices 
1983 Q1 – 2022 Q1 
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 Chart 1.18 Rental prices and yields 
Prime real estate. 2007 Q1 – 2022 Q11) 

 

Chart 1.19 Estimated CRE risk premium 
Yield less the five-year swap rate. Prime real estate. Percentage points. 
2007 Q1 – 2022 Q1 

 

 

 
Chart 1.20 CRE transaction volume 
In billions of NOK. 2008 – 2022. Projections for 2022 
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 Financial market vulnerabilities. Persistently low interest rates can 
induce market participants to assume greater risk and lead to a sharp 
rise in equity prices (Chart 1.21 and 1.22). High equity valuations, 
relative to book values and earnings, and persistently low bond 
market risk premiums can also indicate a high level of risk appetite in 
financial markets (Charts 1.23 to 1.26). 
 
 
Chart 1.21 Long government bond yields 
Ten-year government bonds. Percent. 1 January 2005 – 17 June 2022  

 
 

Chart 1.22 Equity markets 
Selected equity markets. Index. 3 January 2005 = 100. 1 January 2005 – 
17 June 2022 
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 Chart 1.23 Market capitalisation relative to earnings and book value 
Sample of listed Norwegian companies.1) 2002 Q4 – 2022 Q1 

 

Chart 1.24 Market capitalisation above expected earnings1) 

Oslo Børs. Earnings next four quarters. 2005 Q2 – 2022 Q1 

 
 

Chart 1.25 Bond market risk premiums1) 

High credit rating. Five-year bonds. Basis points above three-month Nibor. 
Week 1 2002 – week 24 20222) 
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 Chart 1.26 Bond market risk premiums  
Low credit rating. Five-year bonds. Basis points above three-month Nibor. 
Week 32 2015 – week 24 2022 

 
 

Composite indicators. Model estimates and composite indicators 
can contribute to the assessment of the overall level of cyclical 
vulnerability. Norges Bank uses quantile regressions to link the risk of 
a substantial fall in GDP to a measure of cyclical vulnerability (Chart 
1.27) (see box 1 in Norges Bank Papers 4/22).2 The analysis includes 
a broad set of cyclical vulnerability indicators. The greater the number 
of indicators towards the right in the chart, the higher the level of 
cyclical vulnerability indicated. 
 
The heatmap for composite indicators (Chart 1.29)3 tracks 
developments in a broad range of indicators in three main areas: risk 
appetite and asset valuations, non-financial private sector 
vulnerabilities (household and corporate) and financial sector 
vulnerabilities. Developments in each individual indicator are colour- 
coded, with green (red) indicating low (high) levels of vulnerability. 
The heatmap thus provides a visual summary of vulnerabilities in the 
Norwegian financial system today compared with historical episodes. 
 
Norges Bank has also developed an early warning model for financial 
crises based on a large number of combinations of explanatory 
variables and trend estimation models (Chart 1.28).4 
 
Calculations of reference rates for the CCyB are based on the credit 
gaps in Chart 1.1 and follow international recommendations (Chart 
1.30). 
 
 
 
 

 

2 See also Arbatli-Saxegaard, Gerdrup and Johansen (2020). 
3 See Arbatli and Johansen (2017). 
4 See Norges Bank (2014) and Anundsen et al (2016).  
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 Chart 1.27 Cyclical vulnerabilities and GDP growth 
Cyclical vulnerability indicators (normalised) on the horizontal scale and 
5th percentile projections for GDP growth on the vertical scale. 1985 Q1 – 
2022 Q1. Projections as from 2022 Q2  

 

Chart 1.28 Estimated crisis probabilities from model specifications1) 
1983 Q1 – 2022 Q1 

 

Chart 1.29 Composite indicators in the heatmap1)  
1980 Q1 – 2022 Q1 
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 Chart 1.30 Reference rates for the CCyB using different trend 
estimates 
1983 Q1 – 2022 Q1 

 
 

ii. Access to credit 
In its assessment of access to credit, Norges Bank uses information 
about two main areas: (a) financial market stress and (b) bank credit 
standards. 
 
Financial market stress. Indicators of financial market stress are 
associated with tightening financial conditions. Developments in fixed 
income and equity markets can be useful indicators here (Charts 1.21 
and 1.22). The Composite Indicator of Systemic Stress (CISS) can 
capture vulnerabilities related to correlations and close linkages 
between markets (Chart 1.31).5 
 
Banking sector stress can be measured using different indicators, for 
example money market premiums (Chart 1.32), risk premiums on 
bonds issued by Norwegian and Nordic banks, equity price 
developments for the banking sector and banks’ CDS prices (Chart 
1.33). Since banks from other Nordic countries have substantial 
market shares in Norway, these banks must also be included in the 
assessment. 
 
Stress in the corporate bond market can be measured by bond 
issuance (Chart 1.34) and risk premiums for companies with high and 
low credit ratings (Charts 1.25 and 1.26). 
 

 
  

 

5 See Hagen and Pettersen (2019). 
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 Chart 1.31 CISS indicator for Norway1)  
Week 38 2003 – week 23 2022 

 
 

Chart 1.32 Premium in the Norwegian three-month money market rate1) 
Five-day moving average. Percentage points. 1 January 2007 – 18 March 
2022 

 
 
Chart 1.33 CDS prices for Nordic banks 
Five-year senior bonds. Five-day moving average. Basis points. 1 January 
2015 – 17 June 2022 
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 Chart 1.34 Activity in the bond market 
In billions of NOK. Norwegian issuers 

 
 
Banks’ credit standards. Increased lending margins can be an indicator of a 
tighter credit supply (Chart 1.35). Developments in credit (to different sectors 
and from different sources) can, in combination with measures of banks’ credit 
standards, such as from Norges Bank’s Survey of Bank Lending (Chart 1.36), 
provide information on the financing conditions faced by households and firms. 
Other indicators of credit conditions, such as debt-to-income (DTI) and loan-
to-value (LTV) ratios for new loans, eg from Finanstilsynet’s (Financial 
Supervisory Authority of Norway) residential mortgage lending survey, will also 
be used. 
 
 
Chart 1.35 Interest margin on credit from banks and mortgage 
companies 
Percentage points over three-month Nibor. 2002 Q1 – 2022 Q1 1) 
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 Chart 1.36 Banks’ credit standards for households1) and enterprises2). 
Change from the previous quarter. Norges Bank’s Lending Survey. 2008 Q1 
– 2022 Q2  

 
 

iii. Banks’ capacity to absorb losses 

An assessment of banks’ capacity to absorb losses will be based on 
banks’ profitability, capital ratios and losses. Banks’ return on equity 
(Charts 1.37 and 1.38), capital ratios (Chart 1.42), credit loss ratio 
(Chart 1.39) and credit impairment (Chart 1.40) can be used as 
indicators. In addition, stress tests that take cyclical vulnerabilities into 
account are important in determining whether banks hold sufficient 
capital to weather a downturn with large losses without amplifying the 
downturn by tightening credit conditions (Chart 1.41). 

Chart 1.37 Large Norwegian banks’ return on equity 
Percent. 2008 Q1 – 2022 Q1 
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 Chart 1.38 Contributions to changes in banks’ return on equity 
Large Norwegian banks. Percent. 2018 Q1 – 2022 Q1 

 
 
Chart 1.39 Credit losses as a share of gross lending 
Annualised. All banks and mortgage companies in Norway. Percent. 
1987 Q1 – 2022 Q1 

 
 

Chart 1.40 Impairment of loans by stage under IFRS 9 
Twenty-three largest Norwegian banks. Share of gross lending. Percent. 
2018 Q2 – 2022 Q1 
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 Chart 1.41 The stress test in Financial Stability Report 2021 
Macro bank’s capital requirements, CET1 capital, baseline scenario and 
stress scenario. Percent 

 
 

iv. Effects of a change in the CCyB rate on banks and the 
economy   

When an increase in the CCyB rate is being considered, an assessment 
is made of banks’ need to raise capital, adjust their dividend policy or 
increase earnings by raising lending rates. This assessment can be 
based on banks’ capital ratios compared with the capital requirements 
(Chart 1.42), banks’ earnings, (Charts 1.37 and 1.38) and lending 
growth (Chart 1.5). 

When a reduction in the CCyB rate is being considered, an assessment 
must be made of whether the reduction can be expected to have the 
intended effect and increase banks’ willingness to lend to households 
and firms. Stress tests (Chart 1.41) can provide an indication of the 
extent to which a lower CCyB rate could affect bank lending. In its 
assessment, Norges Bank will also use information about banks’ 
liquidity and capital situation and other relevant market information.  

Chart 1.42 Capital ratios for large Norwegian banks 
Capital ratios as at 2022 Q1. Percent 
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